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About This Content

Toposim East Africa for FSX: Steam Edition provides LOD 11 / 19m Multi-LOD terrain mesh for the whole Eastern African
region, improving the accuracy of the default terrain mesh and offering a marked improvement to the landscape profile.

VFR flying over Africa has never been more realistic with lakes, mountains and ground undulations all where they should be.
Please note this pack corrects the default terrain mesh and does not include any textures.

This pack includes terrain mesh for the following countries:

Eritrea

Ethiopia

Djibouti

Somalia

Kenya

Uganda
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Mozambique

Tanzania

Malawi

Zambia

Zimbabwe

Madagascar

The Comoros

Mauritania

Mauritius

Seychelles
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An exquisite old school trade simulator taking place in the Late Middle Ages.
The player gains wealth and eventually immense political power (can ascend from a simple shopkeeper to Patrician, Lord Mayor
and Alderman status) by buying and selling goods to many cities, constructing new businesses (e.g. an apiary or a vineyard or a
granary etc), commissioning new ships, giving loans to other tradesmen and even by chasing down notorious pirates.
The advanced missions (e.g. destroying a pirate nest or building a new town for the Hanseatic League) are rather difficult but
awesome.
The graphics are a bit outdated, which is only natural after so many years, but the gameplay depth is unbelievable.
I have been playing Patrician III for many hours, managed to become Lord Mayor in various scenarios.
I wholeheartedly recommend this game, it's fun and challenging at the same time!. Incredibly fun, sink hours into classic, then
do orb mode to find a whole new playstyle, then do the other modes and sink hours into that. Not to mention, the concept of the
map is super cool. couldn't reccomend enough. this game isnt as bad as people say it is, with the exception of the bat not being
properly set and the grenade being a death trap gamble. As far as the difficulty, the dev does warn you at the beginning and
multiple times on the store page, it is very hard, but keeping that in mind i suggest playing insane mode for like a few hours then
switching over to hard mode, it makes it much more easy. Try not to kill anything unless you have to, or its a safe (wont get you
cornered) kill, risk in this game can get you killed easily, so avoid it, however if you are going to take risky moves, may i
suggest skating diagonally, for some reason this reduces the chance the zombies will hit you, as long as your quick enough. If
you are going to kill, make sure you use a weapon that only takes 1 to 3 shots, I.E. a shotgun or some assault rifles, that being
said there is a level up system to increase damage and health, and plenty of food to make healing items, which evventually you
will have a ton of, if you play strategically. Do not go for an item, that leads you down a path to a dead end, which can allow the
zombies to stack up.

Now for the actual review, the game has its share of bugs, and the controls are skatey, but with practice they become managable,
so its not broken to the point of not being able to play. The graphics are rpgmaker, what more can i say....the music is quite nice,
and if you turn off the music, it gives it a nice creepy vibe. The story, is pretty standard for a zombie game.

I would recommend this game on sale at least 50% off...at current price its a no due to its bugs, but if the dev came back and
fixed them, i would say full price.

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME UNLESS YOU LIKE A CHALLENGE, it wont hold your hand.. This is such a relaxing puzzle
game. I'm familiar with this sort of puzzle genre from my time playing Link-A-Pix, so I was glad to see this kind of game on
Steam. Beautiful bgm, and pleasing UI. A lot of content, too: plenty of puzzles, a puzzle editor, and Steam Workshop support.
That's a lot of content for something this cheap.. Nice game .... however i wasnt able to find the details i mean it does not have a
detailed economy ...may be next time. Amazing game! Simple yet in depth, this game does have the classic tactical RPG feel
with a few great twists. Story is humorous yet adventurous, and i love the vibe of the main character! Worth the $10 consdiering
the replay value of the game, I played through a 2nd time on hard with a completely diff unit setup\/stat build so it didnt feel
like trudging through the exact same game twice.

Would love to see more content for this game (maybe an insane hard mode too?) and possibly multiplayer, this game has a lot of
potential!!. Do not buy this game unless you're a Speedball II groupie.
The AI is hardly present. Your controlled players swap randomly. Even the the Sega Genesis Version I own has less flaws.
Really really bad UI at the Gym (where you upgrade your player's armor).

Actually this is a total downgrade from the original version. If you are interested in this game either try buying it from ebay or
use an emulator to play it. You will have more fun.. This expansion is only one scenario, where the realistic map from the base
game has been swapped out for what looks like a child's drawing of an elephant and victory conditions are next to impossible to
meet. Do NOT buy this. The Gold Edition is fine, but this...just do yourself a favor and skip this.

EDIT: The map, on closer inspection, is actually just the same map but zoomed in to focus on a smaller area in more detail. This
is fine.

The rest of the review stands, however, as the victory conditions are impossible to meet. You can't exacttly do much if
Alexander always dies in the first battle because the AI is magic and can do things you can't. When I should have pulled off a
legitimate General Snipe by luring the enemy's general into my pikemen (two units), and his unit can come in contact with both
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of my intercepting units and just slide off of them (instead of being caught by them, like would happen any other time), and
make it all the way back to his lines unscathed, there's an issue. When the AI, which normally follows a logical pattern of being
aggressive on the Battle Map when it is attacking on the Campaign Map and being defensive when YOU are attacking on the
Campaign Map, then suddenly flips this and will make you come to it when it is ambushing you on the Campaign Map, there's
an issue.

I still do not recommend this expansion.. Right now this is the best fighting game that's ever been made. I wouldn't normally
give a second thought to a game less complicated or visually coherent than those I've played on a "100-in-1" LED screen
handheld in 1993, but the cynicism here deserves special mention.

What we have here is the absolute barest minimum amount of effort possible put into making an actual game, but it's coupled
with five easy achievements for people looking to grow their collection of 100% complete games, and it comes with trading
cards and emoticons for idlers and traders.

No one is actually going to play this for more than the five minutes it takes to get the achievements and everyone involved
knows that. Really demonstrates that being an actual game doesn't even really matter anymore - Steam itself is the game now.
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Oldie but goodie. Fun story, good use of time. Although I will say, not as fun as the first 2 in this series.. Really disappointing.
There are no switches, bridges, tunnels, stations. You can put many curves in your single closed loop of track if you are very
very patient, but that's it.

I had hoped that my preschooler could be more actively in control of this than when we play Sid Meier's Railroads together, but
I'm not even going to show it to him because he'd find it so boring.
. It's like your recodring with your own eyes it's so HD and the setup and control options are amazing. Buy it for yourself and
others. So... You boasted this as pre-order exclusive items. Then when the game comes out you sell it on the side for 2 bucks
DLC. KYS money hungry scumbags.. Your Prestige has risen!. Fantastic game - one of the best tower defense games I've ever
played, and I've played quite a few.

It really feels like the developer cares a lot about this game. A lot of time and effort was put into the aesthetic, music, and
gameplay, and the overall result is a very polished and fun game. Highly recommend.. Captivating. An interesting look on
professional gaming (Dota 2).. funny idea, less contral then dwarf fortress.

to make this game playable (less of a struggle) in the current version would be by disabling the female/male requirement till you
have other systems in place of dying for all the variables, also nice would be a check wether or not you want snow...
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